
question answer page
Who is the author of Lowriders in Space? Cathy Camper cover

Who illustrated Lowriders in Space? Raul the Third cover
What does cuates mean? buddies 1
What does ‘homies’ mean? Short for homeboys--something you 

call a friend or person you know.
2

What kind of animal is Lupe? An impala 2
What does ‘vato’ mean? Dude or guy 2
What did Lupe, Chavo, and Elirio do for 
work?

They worked on cars. 7

What was the name of the car shop 
where Lupe, Chavo, and Elirio worked?

Cartinflas 6

What was the name of the cat at the 
Cartinflas garage?

Genie 6

What kind of animal was El Chavo 
Flapjack?

An octopus 8

What city did Lupe Impala live south of? Vacaville 9
What are gaskets, spark plugs, 
swashplates, and manifolds?

Car parts 9

What did Lupe Impala take apart with a 
wrench when she was little?

A jungle gym 10

What is a ‘barrio’? neighborhood 10
What sea did Flapjack Octopus live north 
of?

The Salton Sea 11

What was El Chavo Flapjack Octopus good 
at doing to cars?

Polishing them 11

What was El Chavo Flapjack good at in 
addition to polishing cars?

Organizing, music, camouflage, and 
disguises

12

How many arms does an octopus have? eight 12
What kind of animal was Elirio Malaria? A mosquito 13
What are ‘eses’? Buddies, dudes 13
What work did Elirio Malaria do on cars? Detailing, painting  13
What did Elirio Malaria use as a brush? His beak 14
What character did Elirio Malaria paint 
when he was 6?

El Chapulin 14

What does ‘el jefe’ mean? The boss 16
What did Lupe, Chavo, and Elirio dream of 
having?

Their own car shop and car 18-19



What kind of car did Lupe, Chavo, and 
Elirio want?

A car that could go low and slow. 20

What does ‘miren’ mean? look 20
What does ‘bajito y suavecito’ mean? Low and slow 20
What is the motto of lowriders 
everywhere?

‘bajito y suavecito’ - Low and slow -  20

What car would win the Universal Car 
Competition?

The most mechanically inventive, 
exquisitely detailed cosmic car

22

What was the first place prize for the 
Universal Car Competition?

A carload of cash and a solid gold 
steering wheel

22

What are ‘ranflas’? lowriders 22
What does ‘echarle ganas’ mean? Give it our best 25
What is ‘dinero’? money 28
Where did Elirio Malaria’s brothers used 
to find parts for their cars?

In the old airplane factory 29

What does ‘vamonos’ mean? Let’s go 29
What did Genie find that Lupe, Chavo, 
and Elirio could use to fix the car?

Rocket parts 32

What color did Elirio Malaria paint their 
fixed up car?

Deep sky blue 35

What happened when Lupe, Chavo, and 
Elirio took a ride in the car they fixed 
up?

It blasted off into space 41

What does ‘dae gas’ mean? Give it some gas! 42
What is a ‘cumbia’? A dance from Colombia 43
What does ‘chido’ mean? Cool or awesome 43
What happened when Lupe, Chavo, and 
Elirio got near the northern lights in 
their car?

The glow of the lights stuck to the 
car and made it look chido.

43

What is the red planet? Mars 44
What did Mars remind Chavo Flappy the 
octopus of?

The beach 44

What did Chavo Flappy Octopus do with 
the red sand of Mars?

He turned it into red sand velvet 
seat covers

44

What did Elirio think the circle of stars 
looked like?

seashells 48

What was the name of the star cluster 
that Elirio grabbed stars from?

The Pleiades 48

What does ‘estellar’ mean? stellar 48



What did Chavo Flappy want to hang over 
the windshield as pom poms?

asteroids 49

What are ‘piedras con chispas’? Rocks with sparkles 49
What did Lupe put up the tailpipe? Comet tails 50
What did Chavo Flapjack catch to make 
blazing headlights?

Flying meteors 50

What did Lupe, Chavo, and Elirio use as 
their gearshift knob?

The former planet, Pluto 51

How does it feel on Pluto? Really cold 51
What does ‘Orale’ mean?  alright 52
What did they collect on the moon? moondust 53
What kind of planet is Jupiter? A gaseous planet 54
What did Lupe, Chavo, and Elirio collect 
on Jupiter?

Bags of heavy gas 54

What is Io? One of Jupiter’s moons 55
What is ‘la luna de conejo’? The Rabbit in the Moon  56
What culture saw a rabbit in the moon, 
rather than a man in the moon?

The Aztec culture 45

Why did Lupe, Chavo, and Elirio need the 
moondust and the heavy gas from 
Jupiter? 

To make the car hop 57

What did Elirio take from Saturn to 
pinstripe the car?

rings 58

What do the words, ‘Colorin Colorado’ 
mean?

The end of the story 60

What does ‘a tu derecha’ mean? To your right 61
What did Lupe, Chavo, and Elirio and their 
car get trapped by?

A black hole 61

What does ‘ten cuidado’ mean? Be careful 69
What did Elirio squirt into the black hole? White Out correction fluid 68 & 

70
What did Lupe, Chavo, and Elirio use as a 
steering wheel?

The Pleiades star cluster 76

What is mole? Thick Mexican sauce for meat, made 
of things like peppers and chocolate

83

What does retro-nuevo mean? Old and new 91
What is the name of the Swan from the 
Milky Way?

Cygnus 92



What did  Lupe, Chavo, and Elirio use to 
make a bucket seat?

A toilet seat 92

What was the name of the award 
presented to Lupe, Chavo, and Elirio?

The Golden Steering Wheel Award 101

What does ‘mi cinto’ mean? My belt 110
What is the name of the galaxy or group 
of stars that surrounds the Earth and 
solar system?

The Milky Way 110

Where can the Northern Lights be 
seen?

Near the North Pole 110

What is caused by charged particles 
from the sun bounce into gas particles of 
Earth’s atmosphere?

The Northern Lights 110

What are the Northern Lights also 
called?

The Aurora Borealis 110

What is the name of the constellation in 
the northern sky shaped like a giant 
hunter?

Orion 110

What is a thin stripe that decorates a 
car called?

A pinstripe 110

Who were the seven stars in the 
Pleiades named for?

The seven daughters of Atlas in the 
Greek myth

110

Why were the The seven daughters of 
Atlas in the Greek myth put into the 
sky?

To hide from Orion 110

What are the writings of the Aztec’s 
beliefs called?

codices 110

When was Pluto discovered? 1930 110
When was it decided that Pluto should be 
reclassified as a dwarf planet?

2006 110

Who was Pluto named for? Pluto, the Greek god of the 
underworld

110

Where is the Salton Sea? Southern California 110
What is the method of stitching 
upholstery on car seats called?

Tuck and roll 110

What is a V8? A powerful eight cylinder car engine 110
Where is the city of Vacaville? Northern California 110
What is it called when you heat up 
rubber to make it stronger?

vulcanized 110



Where does the word, vulcanized, come 
from?

volcano 110

What is a biblioteca? library 111
What was right next door to Lupe, Elirio, 
and Chavo’s garage?

A library 111

Why did Lupe, Elirio, and Chavo have to go 
on a road trip?

Genie, the cat, was missing 111


